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CHAIR COUCH:
.(gavel)... Will the Planning Committee meeting of January 7, 2016
please come to order. My name is Don Couch, I’m the Chair of the Committee and I
wanna wish everybody a happy new year. This is our first meeting of 2016, and let’s
hope everybody’s 2016 is a wonderful year. First please everybody turn off your cell
phones and, or at least put ‘em in silent modes, because if it rings well ask who it was
and if you need to pause the meeting while you answer it. I want to first welcome the
voting members here. First Robert Carroll who is the Vice Chair of the Committee.
.

.

VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Good morning. Then Councilmember Gladys Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Good morning. Councilmember Elle Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Aloha. Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH:
Victorino.

Good morning, and excused is Don Guzman.

And Councilmember

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I’m not excused I’m here.
CHAIR COUCH: No. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, excuse me. Good morning, sir.
CHAIR COUCH: And Chair White is going to be here shortly I believe, but at this point he’s
excused. From the Planning Department we have Deputy Director, Michele McLean.
MS. McLEAN: Good morning Chair, Committee Members.
CHAIR COUCH: Good morning. And Mary Jorgensen?
MS. JORGENSEN: Good morning, Chair, Committee Members.
CHAIR COUCH: And of course we have our, welcome back to our Corporation Counsel,
Michael Hopper.
MR. HOPPER: Good morning, Chair.
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CHAIR COUCH: Good morning. And Staff we have Greg Garneau, Legislative Analyst.
MR. GARNEAU: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: And filling in today for our Secretary is Yvette Bouthillier. Good morning.
Airight, I think that’s everybody that’s lined up. Airight, Members, today’s agenda
item is the PC-li, Lanai Community Plan Update. We’re not using video conferencing
today because there’s some feedback issues and they’re working on that. We’re about
ready to open public testimony. For individuals testifying in the Chamber, please sign
up at the desk outside in the Chamber door [sic]. If testifying from a remote testimony
site please sign up with District Office Staff. Testimony will be limited to the item
listed today on the agenda. Pursuant to the Rules of the Council, each testifier will be
allowed to testify for up to three minutes per item and I’m also going to allow an
additional minute to conclude the testimony. When testifying please state your name
and any organization you may be representing. We’re going to have a lighting system
for those in the Chamber. Denise, on your end you may want to just keep an eye on
the time. At three minutes, the light will be green for three minutes and then at three
minutes it will go to yellow which means you have one minute to conclude your
remarks and then it will turn red, and when it turns red please end you remarks.
Alright, Members, without any objection, I’ll think we’ll start public testimony?
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Let’s do this, since this is the Lanai Community Plan, let’s go right to
the remote sites, the District Offices. So first let’s try the Hana District Office. Good
morning. Are you there?
MR. GARNEAU: Chair? Chair...
CHAIR COUCH: Oh I’m sorry you’re right, Hana is, Hana’s not there today. Okay. Molokai
District Office. Ella, are you there?
MS. ALCON: Good morning, Chair. This is Ella Alcon on Molokai and there is no one here
waiting to testify.
CHAIR COUCH: Great. Thank you. Lanai District Office, Denise?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai and our first
testifier is Sally Kaye, testifying on item number PC-il.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
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BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...

MS. KAYE: Hi, good morning, Sally Kaye, 511 Ilima Avenue. Happy New Year everyone and
thank you for this opportunity to address you remotely. With respect to this item this
is by my count the fifth or sixth time the Planning Department has attempted to
unilaterally and substantively alter the work of CPAC and the Lanai Planning
Commission behind their backs. I understand that CPAC is only advisory but the
Planning Department is only advisory as well to the Council. What if you can’t get the
language that I sent over objecting to yesterday to all nine community plans? Are you
gonna have different set of rules in one area or an island over another? And if the
Planning Director tries to tell you that this was presented and explained to the Lanai
CPAC and LPC, I would suggest to you, get them to tell you the date, time, and place
in the minutes where this occurred and see if a robust discussion actually happened.
So it seems to me there are two choices, you can halt this process and come back on
over and do it right. By Code the CPAC exists until the plans are passed out by
ordinance or you take the unless specifically prohibited language out all together from
the text and from the appendices, along with language such as envisions and related
in compatible uses. I don’t know what problem the Planning Department is trying to
solve, whether it’s staffing whatever, but this is not the way to do it. This is a recipe
for disaster.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing none, thank you,
Ms. Kaye. Denise, anymore?
MS. FERNANDEZ: Yes, hey Don, just to let you know that she has a written testimony if
anybody needs them. I believe she submitted it yesterday to your Staff.
CHAIR COUCH: I believe, yeah.
MS. FERNANDEZ: The next testifier is Deborah dela Cruz testifying on item number PC-li.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes we did get the testimony and I believe the Members have it as well.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Okay. Thank you.
MR. GARNEAU: Yes, Chair, that’s correct we did distribute it.
MS. DELA CRUZ: Thank you for the opportunity to address the Committee. My name is
Deborah dela Cruz. I am a member of the Lanai CPAC. Thanks also for suspending
your usual procedures at your last meeting on Lanai which allowed the community to
freely discuss our concerns. I do not thank you for the major changes to the land use
portion of the plan. Since it’s posted on the website as an item of interest I assume
you will also be addressing the Planning Director’s correspondence received on
12/29/15. I’m not sure that’s allowable ‘cause it’s not on the agenda but I will also
comment on those changes. At your 6/23/15 meeting there was extensive discussion
that the community didn’t want zoning to take precedence over the community plan
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land use designations. The new language on Pages 9-2, 9-3 and Appendix 9.2 is
equally offensive. It states amongst other verbiage that unless specifically prohibited
the uses permitted by zoning and the standards applicable to the zoning district apply
to the corresponding community plan designations. I strongly object to this language
because we would have approached the CPAC
differently if we knew we had to
identify prohibited uses and even if we had known, CPAC members are laymen, not
zoning experts. When we were discussing Industrial District for example, we were told
that apartments could be built in areas zoned Industrial. Who knew how many of the
weird things like that are buried in zoning? If you leave this language in I think the
CPAC and the Planning Commission would vocally demand that we reconvene, be
given extensive zoning training and come up with endless lists of specifically
prohibited uses. Otherwise future readers will think we allow the plans to go forward
as is. A lot of what’s been added, especially as proposed by this Planning Department
are administrative type procedures.
They don’t belong in our plan and those
procedures should be uniform for the whole County. I particularly take exception to
the sentence reading for site specific determinations of community plan land use
designations and zoning please contact the Department of Planning Zoning Admin and
Enforcement Division. It appears to grant decision making to that Department.
Lastly, the CPAC final version contained Appendix 9.2, which was a comparison of
State land use, County community plan designations, and zoning districts, and also
contained Appendix 9.3, which was a list of community plan designations and their
descriptions. With the addition of the sentence in Appendix 9.2 about uses permitted
unless specifically prohibited these simple reference documents have now morphed
into almost policy documents. The new appendix uses descriptions of land use
designations that’s different from what the CPAC used. Even worse, the Planning
Director further changes the descriptions and has labeled them as uses envisioned.
The CPAC and Planning Commission never envisioned those uses. The plan is
supposed to be the community’s vision.
____

MR. GARNEAU: Three minutes.
MS. DELA CRUZ: Not the Planning Department’s. Please remove the new language on
Pages 9.2...9-3 and 9-2, and revert back to Appendixes 9.2 and 9.3 in the 5/28/15
plan and do not adopt the changes proposed by the Planning Department. I also have
a short list of other changes which I have asked Denise to fax to you to shorten my
testimony. Just one more thing, Ron McOmber, another CPAC member is off island
today. Ron wanted to bring it to everyone’s attention that we overlooked carrying over
an implementing action from the 1998 plan, which states, prohibits the extension of
Lanai airport runaway in the direction of Lanai City. The airport is extremely close to
the city so an extension toward the city would be extremely noisy and possibly
dangerous. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Ms. Dela Cruz. Members, any questions to the testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: We have her written?
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CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, well I was, no I was going to just ask for that. Ms. Dela Cruz, instead
of faxing I think, Denise, it would be better to, if you could scan it and e-mail it
directly to the Committee, that way we can...
MS. FERNANDEZ: Sure I can do that.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, because we need that last language as well. We would like to get,
take a look at that. Okay. So
--

MS. FERNANDEZ: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: --if you could do that as soon as the testimony’s over we’d do appreciate it.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Sure, Don.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. FERNANDEZ: And Debbie was the last testifier here at the Lanai Office.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you. Well get back to you before testimony is over.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. I’m trying to get everything in there that she talked about. Airight,
Members, now into this gallery here. First to testify is Dick Mayer, followed by Mark
Hyde.
MR. MAYER: Thank you very much, Chair Couch and Members. I was, last time I gave
testimony on this item afterwards Mr. Hokama indicated that he was irked that people
on Maui were commenting about the Lanai plan. I just want to put on the record that
I was...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair? Could we have him identify himself?
MR. MAYER: Dick Mayer.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you, Dick.
MR. MAYER: Thank you. Thank you, mister... and I think I’m not commenting about things
that the advisory committee recommended, what I’m commenting on are things that
were added afterwards by the Department, the Planning Department, and again we
now see that as the people from Lanai testified, that further changes are being
suggested by the Planning Director. According to your County Code 2.80B.090 the
Planning Director’s supposed to make his recommendations at the beginning, it then
goes to the advisory committee, it then goes to the Lanai Planning Commission, and
then comes to you. There’s nothing in there that says the Planning Director should
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continually be making suggested changes. That’s not in your County Code and I ask
that you reject the latest intrusion into the process that the people of Lanai have had
to develop their own plan. It would set a dangerous precedent all over this island and
Molokai as well if constantly the Planning Director changes things after the
communities have made their recommendations to you.
In particular he’s
recommending now in your latest thing that came out just this past week that major
changes be done in Appendix 9.2 and several of the wording, words that he uses are
very bad, the whole thing is bad. He changes the word indicates to envisions with a
vague reference. What does that mean? Envision something? He also added to each
of the definitions the words and related and compatible uses, without any definition of
what, how extensive and how wide ranging those related and extensive uses would be.
This is in Appendix 9.2. He also even added another word, the word other to two of
the definitions with regard to the Light Industrial and Heavy Industrial areas. Why he
put those, that word other in just those two items and not in anything else is a bit of a
mystery. In other words. the whole document that he’s now submitted is bad and sets
some very dangerous precedence and I my guess is he wants to insert that into each of
the community plans that you will be looking at. So this is the first one and I think it
sets a very dangerous precedence to have that language in there. First, that he’s doing
it at the late date. Second, that the communities themselves have not had a chance to
look at it. The people from Lanai asked that you go back there and see whether they
like the implications because it would change the idea that they had of what their
community would be like by adding all kinds of zoning provisions into the plan. And
finally what we’ve seen here on Maui with existing community plans is that the
Planning Director has misinterpreted the definitions when he’s actually applied them.
In the Light Industrial areas for example, where it says that commercial areas can go
into the, into an area, he said it can be a 100 percent commercial, whereas the law,
your County Code says specifically, mostly Light Industrial. He’s not interpreted that
properly and I hope you call him on that and call the Planning Department on that for
misinterpreting the existing ordinances. It’s that kind of danger that we’re concerned
about with this latest language and the way it’s being interpreted by the Planning
Department and Planning Director at this time. Finally the comment, the latest thing
that he put in has no Ramseyered version, you don’t know where he’s made changes.
So it’s very difficult for you the Councilmembers to know what he’s really changing.
He’s not underlined or crossed out changes that he’s making from what the
community recommended at the advisory committee level or at the Planning
Commission level on Lanai. I hope you’ll respect the people of Lanai and reject the
Planning Director’s recommendation. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Mayer.
none, thank you.

Members, any questions to the testifier?

MR. MAYER: Thank you again.
CHAIR COUCH: Next to testify is Mark Hyde, followed by Albert Perez.
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MR. HYDE: Good morning. My name is Mark Hyde. I reside in South Maui. I’m concerned
about the Lanai Community Plan because it’s clear that this document is intended as
a precedence-setting document for all the community plans that will come forward in
the future and that’s why I’m here, and like Mr. Mayer, I’m concerned about
Appendix 9.2 of the plan which I believe should simply be removed from the draft
because it includes language that will negate the purpose of land use planning which
is to regulate the development of land in an orderly fashion and in a hierarchy that
places the community plans above zoning. And what this does is it puts zoning above
community plan language so it’s reversed. The mischief of Appendix 9.2 if adopted is
seen in the way in which Light Industrial zones are interpreted and applied by the
County Planning Department. The Planning Department takes the position that Light
Industrial zones need not contain any shred of commonly defined Light Industrial uses
and thereby creating zones that are unpredictable, and this isn’t simply a matter of
stacking, it goes beyond this. Let me explain. I think you and the man on the street
would expect that if you saw a Light Industrial zone, you would expect to see in that
area common Light Industrial uses; warehousing, light manufacturing, that sort of
thing, and that would be confirmed by the Municipal Code because the Municipal
Code defines Light Industrial as follows. It’s entitled purpose and intent, here’s the
purpose and intent of Light Industrial zones “to contain mostly”--I want to emphasis
the word mostly which means more than 50 percent--”to contain mostly warehousing
and distribution types of activity, and permits most compounding, assembly, or
treatment of articles with the exception of heavy manufactaring and processing of raw
materials.” Now the County ignores this language even though a well established
principle of law is that statues are to be given meaning, they are not to be
cherry-picked. The County ignores that introductory definitional phrase, goes to the
next section which is subordinate to it and it that it speaks to other allowable uses
within Industrial zones. That is those that can be found in the other 49 percent and
which by the way is just about everything under the sun because in that subsidiary
section it says any use allowed in B1, B2, B3, and I submitted written testimony to
you and I outlined what all those things are. It’s an amazing array of things. Most of
which have absolutely nothing to do with Light Industrial use. So we have an absurd
situation which results in Light Industrial uses that are in name only, there’s no
predictability, and that’s why you will find in Maui County Light Industrial zones that
are 100 percent retail shopping centers and this, you know, chafes with the
community among other things. We want zoning and plans or design to provide
predictability of the communities in which we live and that’s not the way it works out
in our County. So my sense is that the problem is not with community plans. The
community plans are good documents and they~re prepared in a way that gives the
communities inside into and a voice into. The problem is with zoning and so I would
say to you strip out 9.2, let’s go to work on zoning and the issues that are presented
there and get it right, and then we, I think we all want the same thing, we all want a
dynamite Maui community, nobody disagrees with that. Maybe it’s a debate about
how we get there but we have to have good processes for doing that. Thank you, Don.
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CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing none, thank
you.
MR. HYDE: Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Next to testify, next signed up to testify is Albert Perez and he’s the last
person so far that has signed up to testify. Anybody else please come down so we can
move the meeting along.
MR. PEREZ: Good morning, everybody. Nice to see you again. I’m Albert Perez, Maui
Tomorrow Foundation, and when I testified last time, Chair Couch, you asked me a
follow-up question about whether or not I had recommended something, a table
similar to Appendix 9.2, and the title of that has since been changed. But it is true
that when you called me in to serve as a resource person J did suggest a table similar
to that, which I confirmed. But this would only work if it were the last step and that
would be after the elimination of stacked zoning and after we stop the practice of the
misapplication of zoning districts by the Planning Department. If stacked zoning is
not eliminated Appendix 9.2 will not help to achieve two of the main purposes of the
Zoning Code which I’ve highlighted and that is to minimize adverse effects on
surrounding uses and to stabilize the value of property. Mark Hyde just talked about
that a little bit. And I made reference before to a memo that former Planning Director
Jeff Hunt sent around to the Planning Commissions where he talked about a workable
method of eliminating the stacked zoning by recognizing existing uses and updating
the community plan and the zoning designations to recognize those. But then it’s still
going to be important that the Planning Department stop its practice of allowing
zoning to prevail when it’s in conflict with the community plan ‘cause every time they
do that they create more nonconformance. The Planning Department apparently
believes that having inconsistencies between different levels of planning are normal,
for example on Page 9-1 of this draft of the Lanai Community, the current draft states
that they’re inconsistencies between State land use districts and Lanai Community
Plan designations that will need to be resolved over time, well those State land use
districts were adopted in 1961 and it’s about time that we get it right. The same thing
goes for Page 9-2, where it says that much of the land on Lanai is Interim zoned and
needs to be rezoned. Interim zoning was adopted in ‘58, and the Comprehensive
Zoning Code was adopted in 1960. So we’ve been saying that we need to rezone
Interim lands for 55 years, we need to finish the job. So the changes that the Planning
Department submitted are extensive. I have lots and lots of notes here on their seven
pages and lots of changes. I would just mention that there are two zones that I would
say are stacked that had way too many uses to be fulfilling the purpose of zoning, that
would be Heavy Industrial and Light Industrial, and also the Multi-Family now, the
uses envisioned has been changed so that it’s pretty much the same as the Single
Family. So that doesn’t seem right either. I would say that we’ve heard before that
the community plan advisory committees are just advisory but we need to remember
that it’s the community, it’s technically true but the Council is elected by the people
and if the matter was discussed before the community plan advisory committee and
they had a chance to weigh in on it then its fair for the Council to have a different
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opinion collectively. But if the community plan advisory committee did not see it in
the first place like these recent changes, then their opinion should be sought. If that’s
done you cannot expect them to be, feel like they’ve been treated fairly. Especially
since the hearings are here on Maui. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Perez. Members, any questions to the testifier? Seeing
none, thank you. Airight, Mr. Perez was the last person to sign up to testify. Any
takers? Airight well go to the District Office. First, let’s go to Molokai.
MS. ALCON: There is no one here waiting to testify on Molokai.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay, thank you. And Lanai?
MS. FERNANDEZ: There is no one waiting to testify at the Lanai Office.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And, Members, seeing nobody rushing down to the podium, I’m
ready to close public testimony.
COUNCILMEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay, public testimony is closed.

END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
CHAIR COUCH: Let me save my note ‘cause last, yesterday it got accidently erased, this new
system, sorry, gang.
Alright, Members, we’re on to the last bits of the Lanai
Community Plan. Let me actually ask the Planning Department to come up with some
comments first.
MS. McLEAN: Thank you, Chair, and good morning again. We’ve heard a lot of important
testimony today and in previous meetings, and...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, would the Department identify themselves? Yeah,
just to be on the safe side, right. You... thank you.
MS. McLEAN: I’m Michele Chouteau McLean, the Deputy Planning Director

--

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
MS. McLEAN: --here with Mary Jorgensen. What we have endeavored to do with the
proposed amendments to the table, there are two things that we’ve endeavored to do.
One is to better explain how community plans and zoning work together when parcels
match, if you will, when the designations match and also to explain what happens
when there is a mismatch. Community plans inherently create mismatches, they
envision over a 20-year period where residential expansion is going to occur, where
-
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commercial and industrial expansion is going to occur, where changes in land use are
imagined over the planning period to accommodate population growth, economic
considerations, et cetera. So the moment a community plan is adopted you’re going to
have mismatches. You’re going to change designations let’s say from Agriculture to
Single-Family or from Single-Family to Business and so that’s the nature of a
community plan. Those don’t become effective immediately because we~re talking
about a 20-year planning period. Those community plan designations are established
and become effective immediately, but in terms of the land uses immediately changing
in accordance with those designations that doesn’t happen right away. That might not
even happen over the 20-year planning period. It would depend on if there’s a demand
for that use, that landowner would come in for a Change in Zoning to change the
zoning to comply with that community plan designation. But in the meantime we
want to be clear what the status of those uses are when there’s that mismatch that are
immediately created when a community plan is adopted.
It’s pretty easy to
understand when the designations match, and so what w&re wanting to clarify is that
when they match the uses allowed by the zoning are permitted on that property unless
the community plan has language restricting it. And in fact in the Lanai Community
Plan in particular in the Land Use Chapter it describes all the things that the
community imagines for those areas and puts parameters and descriptions in them.
And so, if the landowner comes in for a Change in Zoning for those areas to develop
those sites we will look at the community plan language and see that that zoning
implements the community plan. So we’re just trying to say what the process is and
has been for decades. Our concern with the table is that the table lists the matches
and again those are the easy scenarios. We’re worried about mismatches because
we’re gonna have, we already have mismatches present day, we’re going to continue to
have even more mismatches after a community plan is adopted, and so what we want
to clarify is that when you have a mismatch when there are any administrative-level
permits pursuant to Chapter 280B, those have, those are regulated by zoning.
CHAIR COUCH: Can you define what an administrative? Sorry to interrupt.
MS. McLEAN: Yeah, well, yeah, in 280B it specifies building permits, plumbing, electrical
permits
--

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Ministerial.
MS. McLEAN: --ministerial permits. Thanks. All other actions consider the community plan,
changes in zoning, subdivisions, all other agency actions. So here’s an easy example,
you have land that’s community plan Ag and zoned Ag, and in the community plan
you say, you know, that might be where we want residential growth so we’re going to
change the community plan to Single-Family, in the meantime that property is zoned
Agriculture and it can be used for agriculture.
It can’t be developed into a
single-family subdivision but it can be used for Agriculture. If that zoning changes to
Residential then it can be developed for residential purposes. Same thing if you have
Single-Family community plan, Residentially zoned and in the community plan you
think, okay, that’s where we’re going to have some commercial expansion. So you
-
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change the community plan to Business/Commercial, in the meantime it’s zoned
Residential it can continue to be used for residential uses, you could get a building
permit for a house. It’s Business/Commercial, you couldn’t get a building permit for a
restaurant or an office, but you could for a house. When the zoning changes to be
Business/Commercial then you could develop it for commercial purposes. So what
we’re trying to clarify in this language is when the uses match the zoning regulates
unless there’s language in the community plan that you have to pay attention to.
When you don’t have a match the zoning regulates the land use when you have
ministerial permits, and all other actions, most importantly a Change in Zoning, have
to comply with the community plan.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: That’s it?
MS. McLEAN: I think so.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Alright, we got, we’re going to have lots of questions, so Ms. Balsa got
her hand up first.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well I’m trying to play catch up with you guys ‘cause I probably
missed some of this. But I have a question that probably everybody’s going to hate
answering, but since you’re telling us about mismatches and that the community plan
may create the mismatch because they might say well, okay, this ag land we want to
put it in residential housing or business or whatever it is they wanna do. Why did we
ever create this dissidence? Why don’t we just say okay if the community plan is the
driver and it’s what the community wants and the community wants to put it in,
whatever they want to put it in, why don’t we just change it? Why do we continue to
do this and go through all this craziness of the changing zoning?
MS. McLEAN: I’m very happy to answer the question actually. Because these are intended
to be a long-term plan and we might not need all of that new residential, new
business, new industrial land all at one time. There might be, you know, Maui has
been booming for a long time but there could be changes in world events where our
population decreases, our visitor industry decreases, and we’re not going to need any
of that expansion at all. We’re not going to need those growth areas. That, that’s one
answer. The other answer is there are many communities that follow up their
community plans immediately with comprehensive zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well it seems to me that, you know, I’ve been dealing with this ag
thing as long as I been here. I been on Planning Committee, I chaired the General
Plan Committee so I’m familiar with all this nonsense. I’m sorry. It’s very confusing to
the public, nobody can figure this out. It’s confusing to me, it must be more confusing
to other people. But, you know, we’ve put all this land in ag and then we constantly
have people coming here to say we want to do something else with it and we know how
that land, a lot of it was designated Ag. It was thrown in there because they didn’t
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know what else to call it. So it seems to me that we’re perpetuating a problem and I
don’t care how long it takes but if it changes from whatever the community plans to
something and we wait then if they want to change it in the meantime create a process
so that they can change it back. But, you know, if it followed smoothly then we
wouldn’t have all this dissidence and all of this craziness going on. I don’t know but,
you know, for anybody to make sense of our laws I’m sorry it’s not good, and I
understand laws were supposed to be written so that the average person could
understand and read them, that’s not true. So, Chair, I’m sorry but this does not ring
my bell.
CHAIR COUCH: If I may comment on that, Ms. Balsa. That sounds good and as Ms. McLean
was saying that some locations do that but in our case when we, when the community
plan says Single-Family we don’t have single-family zoning. We have Residential I,
Residential II, Residential III at that...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well why can’t the community plan say what we have?
CHAIR COUCH: Well then that’s, then that makes, ‘cause you don’t know at the time, you
just know that this is going to be single-family residence. You don’t know what size
the lots are going to be or anything like that or even better, business, when you say
business you don’t know what kind of businesses you want there. You do know what
kind you don’t want that’s why we do a exclusion area, especially when we do changes
in zoning here. That, that’s one of the biggest reasons, you don’t know at the time
what you want other than you want single-family type resic~ences here.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well then maybe we should be more general in how we state
these things. But I think it’s clear that communities will say this is where we want
our homes to be. We don’t want homes over here. So whether it’s single-family or
multi-family or two story or ten story whatever, they’re saying this is where we want
people to live and we don’t want people over there. It’s pretty clear, you know, I’m
sorry, Chair, but we create a lot of the issues and when the public says, accuses us of
doing it, here’s a good example. I’m sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know I tend to agree with Ms. Balsa and no offense to
you, Ms. McLean. Just listening to what you said only confused me further. I got it, I
got it, and I can understand the public’s frustration. The community, whether it’s
CPAC and Planning Commission and all of the different aspects that have put these
plans together or worked hard to put the plans to bring it to us, when you change it or
when the Department changes it and I understand the rationale on what you’re trying
to do, but they feel they’re not getting their message across and I think that’s the
bottom line. They’re not getting their message across. You’re not doing what I’m
asking you to do, you’re just kind of
along and doing what you think is going to
____
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happen, and again you’re talking 20 years out, none of us know what 20 years will
hold. None of us knew 180 years later we’d have no plantations in the State of Hawaii.
None of us knew that even in the ‘50s. So I understand change comes, but I think the
everyday public and as well as these people who volunteered to help us put this
together are getting a little frustrated, and if we can’t get Lanai, one small island
together what’s going to happen with the other eight? I’m not going to even be around,
me and Ms. Baisa not going be around to even be a part of it. But I hate to see the
next people come in behind us because they’re going to have to figure out. There’s
gotta be some methodology that if the community says we want this then leave it, and
zoning whether it comes later or before or after or whenever it comes then get it done.
I agree also that we’ve had Interim, we’ve had Ag, we’ve had all these other these other
zonings for more years than I’ve heard in this Council and that’s almost ten years and
it’s been there long before that. So I’m sorry to rant, Mr. Chair, but I also disagree
with you that we’ve gotta let the community have their shot, give us that and then let’s
finish it. Because if we can’t get Lanai done in all of this time, I hate to see when we
get to West Maui, South Maui, Central Maui, oh my God, I’m just, I don’t think that
will.. .never mind, I don’t think I’ll be on this earth at the rate that’s going. Pardon me
for saying that. I mean really you guys all laughing but you gotta admit that is a real
thing. We take years to get here and take years to get there and by the time we get
there we’re starting all over again. We’re starting all over again. I rest my case,
‘nough. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Ms. McLean?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And no offense to you, Ms. McLean.
MS. McLEAN: Thank you, Chair. None taken, thank you. We are endeavoring to find the
right words to explain how the process works today and how it has worked for
decades. We are not changing anything. We are not undoing what the CPAC and the
Commission put forward. We are not changing a position or a process from what it
has been for decades, and as it was explained to those groups throughout the process,
Mary was telling me that during the CPAC discussion she had copies of the Zoning
Ordinance so that they could see the uses allowed by the zoning when they were
changing these designations. Putting that aside, we’ve had discussions in the office
about changing the process. About following up with comprehensive zoning, other
municipalities do it. The way it has long been done here, it used to be that the
community plans were more general. There’s much greater public participation now
which is fantastic. There’s much more interest. There’s a lot more specificity than we
saw in the last round of plans. So maybe the time is right to look at a different way of
approaching it. What that means though is the way it is now when we do changes in
zoning, that’s when we look at infrastructure particular to that site. There’s a lot more
analysis that goes into that change at the zoning level than currently happens at the
community plan level. But perhaps they can be combined. I think that would make
the plans a lot more meaningful. It would mean the update process has a lot more
weight. Its impacts are much more immediate, and maybe the amount of time this is
taking would be justified because there would be a much greater result. I’m all for
-
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that, it makes it easier for us. The community will see exactly, you know, what they~re
expecting. However, that’s not where we are today. But I would love to see that too.
It would make it easier for our Department to administer. You wouldn’t have a
two-step process, it would be a single process, but that, that’s just not where we are.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Hopper?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, okay, Mr. Hopper, okay.
MR. HOPPER: Just to comment on comprehensive zoning. It’s something that has been
done in the County before to my understanding, not during my time here but prior to
my time. It’s certainly an option for the Council. If a community pian is adopted to
have a zoning ordinance that’s comprehensive, that basically what that would do
would immediately rezone all property in that community plan area to be consistent
with the community plan. My understanding was, I’m not sure if this was the last
time that comprehensive zoning happened but there was a rural bill that happened in
the County which basically went through and said everywhere you have community
plan Rural it’s going to be considered a certain type of Rural zoning. And again this
was before my time and this is a bit of heresy but legally it is correct. Notice to
property owners is not required in that case, that’s a comprehensive zoning change
and so the zoning, Council simply rezones the property and then all the permitted
uses in that zoning are allowed. So I think historically that hasn’t, that approach
hasn’t been taken because perhaps past Councils wanted to take a closer look at each
of the properties as they’re being rezoned rather than do a comprehensive rezoning.
As applied to this particular community plan and I don’t know if that’s been
discussed, you know, the impact of all of the zoning in Lanai changing to meet the
community plan, that would be an issue potentially. Now they would, you’d still need
to have a public hearing on Lanai and you would still as a Council need to vote on that
zoning. But the comprehensive zoning approach I don’t think has been taken very
often. But it’s certainly, if the issue is lack of consistency between the community
plan and zoning, it’s probably the most direct approach as far as getting that matching
done, to have it done after the community plan, and would seem to make sense if the
community plan was adopted by the Council that the zoning would be acceptable to
the Council who’s the same body that’s adopting the community plan land use map.
So it’s a consideration, but I think just that historical note that properties being
rezoned without the owners knowing or without necessarily, you know, notice doesn’t
have to go out to, not only to the property owners themselves, but you don’t have to
have notice to neighbors within 500 feet as you would for an ad hoc zoning for a
particular property.
So there’s a general notice within the County but a
comprehensive zoning ordinance like that doesn’t have to go through the same zoning
process that a, you know, an individual property owner may have to go if they’re the
one submitting for the zoning. So I think historically that’s been part of the problem
with comprehensive zoning and, you know, before that’s done I think the pros and
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cons of those issues should be, you know, certainly looked at. But it is probably the
most direct way to achieve that consistency.
CHAIR COUCH: And that may be a policy issue that we have to bring to Mr. Victorino’s
Committee. I want to welcome the presence by the way of Chair White and Member,
non-voting Member Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you for joining us.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And one more question. Mr. Hopper, I understand what
you’ve just said as far as comprehensive zoning and I think the time is coming in the
very near future we need to do that again and we haven’t for many years. But my
question to you is what is the overarching policy, zoning or community plans?
Because I constantly hear this bickering that the community plan says this but the
zoning says that and you got to either change one or the other, and they come in and
they want rezoning and we been through this many times, right, Mr. Couch, and then
in this Committee and others. So by ordinance we adopt these community plans,
right? They’re an ordinance and then we have zoning which is another aspect of our
laws and ordinances, right? So what is the overarching policy or ordinance? Is it the
community plans or zoning? And I’m not trying to be a trick question. I really mean
people need to know that because everybody ask that question. And I get all the
heads are shaking, yes, so I know I’m not asking a weird question. What is the
overarching ordinance?
MR. HOPPER: Yes. Mr. Chair, I think you’ve identified the issue here. If you, if the Council
is and the issue is going to depend on what the action taken is. If the action is to zone
the property, meaning the Council is going to implement zoning for the property, do a
Change in Zoning or determine zoning for a property then that zoning has to comply
with the community plan. That zoning needs to follow the plan. If you’re looking at a
property owner who is determining what they can do with their property it’s going to
depend on what permits they need. If all they need is a ministerial permit which
means a building permit, plumbing permit, electrical permit, et cetera, all they need to
comply with is the zoning for the property. That’s in 2.80B, I think 030, Subsection B
and it says that. If the property owner needs any type of discretionary approval other
than a ministerial permit, meaning they need a subdivision approval, they need an
SMA approval, they need a Change in Zoning or any other discretional approval, one
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doesn’t trump the other, they have to comply with both. So in substance it’s going to
be whichever is the most restrictive. So you would have to comply with your zoning
and you’d have to comply with your community plan. You’d have to comply with both
of them. One of them doesn’t trump the other, meaning that, oh I’m complying with
my community plan, now I don’t have to follow my zoning. That, that’s not the case
for a discretionary permit. You have to comply with both if you need any type of
permit other than a ministerial permit. If all you need is a building permit meaning
that you are not doing something that has a discretionary approval, if it’s a ministerial
permit then the County Code states that the community plan does not have the force
and effect of law and that the required permit is a, the required compliance is with
zoning, because in that law it says all administrative actions by agencies shall conform
to the General Plan except for ministerial permits. So there’s that exception that’s
been recognized for a long time. So the answer is if, depending on what you are doing
the zoning may only apply to you but if you need any type of discretionary approval
then both the zoning and the community plan apply to you. You have to follow both.
So it’s not really a discussion of one trumping the other in that case. It’s you’ve got to
comply with both of them. So let’s say your zoning says you can a do a hotel and your
community plan says you can’t. If you need an SMA permit then you can’t do it, you
need a community plan amendment in that case.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I think I’m just as confused as I asked the question.
But, that’s okay, I mean no, no, and again
--

COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: It’s true.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --you know what he just said is as confusing as I can get
and I’m not an attorney and I like you, Mr. Hopper, don’t get me wrong but you just
blew me right out of the water and I guess the public and I are going to sit here and
listen further and try to figure it out. But what you’re saying if I’m correct, neither one
trumps each other but again my question is where is the starting point? The
community plan or zoning?
MR. HOPPER: The community plan is supposed to be implemented by the zoning. That’s
what’s supposed to happen and but because we don’t have comprehensive rezonings
every single time there’s a community plan, you have this lag where you have
inconsistencies with your community plan and zoning.
If the Council adopted
comprehensive zoning right after the community plan applied then at least in theory,
you shouldn’t have any problems because your zoning, you know, your zoning for
example would be Light Industrial and your community plan would be Light Industrial
and so you shouldn’t have problems. But, you know, the problems you can run into is
if you have a property that’s community plan Park and zoned Hotel, something like
that, where you have a conflict like that. Well the, you know, law should, would say
you’re going to rezone that to Park, which has other issues with it but if that’s not
done then you have an inconstancy and so then the question arises with that
landowner what can they do with their property? And then the issue is if all they need
is a ministerial permit then they can go ahead and do whatever their zoning allows
-
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them to do without regard to the community pian.
If they need any type of
discretionary permit SMA permit, Change in Zoning, subdivision, anything like that
then they have to comply with both the community pian and the zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I’ll stop right here, Mr. Chair, because I think we’re going
off into a subject matter that even though is important and I think really helps us try
to make good decisions I believe what Mr. Hopper has said is really, probably where
the answer is. You do the community plan and you immediately do whatever zoning
changes you need. That’s the way we should be doing it. But it may be too time
consuming and with the way one community plan takes by the time we get to the end
and start over we’re starting and we’re back to square one. So anyhow, Mr. Chair, Iii
let others ask questions. Thank you, Mr. Hopper, for your explanation. I think you’ve
not confused me but made me think a little bit more. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Thank you. Ms. McLean, before we get to further questions, you know,
what are the unintended consequences of comprehensive zoning that you’ve run into
in other municipalities? Are there any?
MS.

McLEAN:
Speaking just in generalizations.
Where other municipalities do
comprehensive zoning as a routine follow up, that process is geared toward doing the
environmental and infrastructure analysis. That right now we do parcel by parcel. So
it, it’s, I’m answering the question that way because if we were to do comprehensive
zoning it wouldn’t be as simple as drawing up a zoning map and putting that forward.
There would have to be the studies that this Council sees when individual parcels
come in, you know, a traffic analysis, drainage plans, things like that would have to be
done in a comprehensive way. Other municipalities will do their community plans
followed up by zoning then at the development level at subdivision or at building
permits they do infrastructure and drainage, and so they.. .it would sort of flip the
order of the way we do things now. So I’m answering the question that way because I
don’t know of any detrimental unintended consequences because they structure it in
such a way that all the I’s are dotted and T’s are crossed just in a different order than
we do it now.

CHAIR COUCH: Mr. Hopper?
MR. HOPPER: Just what I had mentioned in the past was my understanding that a potential
issue is that the zoning happens and that community members may find out about it
after the fact or late in the stage ‘cause it doesn’t have the same notice requirements
that an individual parcel would. So that I think could be noted. Not to say that’s not
a, I mean that’s not a legal issue, per se, but it’s potential consequence that has been I
think raised in the past with comprehensive zoning at least with respect to I think the
Rural District changes. I think in that case they basically, the Council basically said
all property that’s community plan Rural shall be rezoned to RU .5 or something like
and that was just a Countywide ordinance basically.
CHAIR COUCH: Right. And...
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MR. HOPPER: And so that can have, you know, it’s legal but, you know, issues like notice
issues and things like that can come up when the property next to you is now Rural
and, you know, it’s, some probably similar to when if like for example the Bi Business
District is amended to allow additional uses, notice doesn’t necessarily go out to
everybody in those communities but they have, may have a greater use allowed and
that’s legal but that has, you know, some may raise objections to something like that.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And, Members, we’ve had that happen when Interim zoning was
changed Ag in the Tavares Bay issue, we had two separate unintended consequences
that we had to come in and Council did it and Council initiated Change in Zoning
because we really messed up some people’s rights on their property and so we had to
fix that. So that’s some of the pitfalls that may happen with comprehensive zoning,
but I think this one is a policy issue. This is something that all nine Members should
be here and discussing for quite a bit, I think, and it’s something that has been
discussed before at previous Councils over and over again prior to this, I’ve heard it
before, and so far the Councils have always said no. Same with stacking, we two
years ago, I think a little over two years ago in this very Committee we had the issue of
stacking. We discussed it for the, about the tenth time and in the history of zoning on
Maui County this Council, the Council has discussed it and said we still support
stacking. So that is a moot point in my opinion. It’s been discussed many, many,
times by many, many Councils and it has always been stacking is approved for Light
Industrial and Heavy Industrial. So unless everybody wants to come together and
somebody bring it up again and take it over, you know, we’re going to second guess
ourselves forever. So I think stacking is a table that is... an issue that is off the table
in my opinion. It’s been discussed ad nauseam. Ms. Balsa and then Chair White, and
then Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Just two quick comments and then Fil be quiet. But number
one I wanna say that I experienced this comprehensive zoning. I was a kid when my
mother’s property was changed by comprehensive zoning and they grumbled and
groaned and I vaguely remember going to these meetings with her but it happened and
we lived with it. I mean it happened and we said well this is the way it is, you know,
that’s the will of the majority and so we went with it. As far as unintended or people
not being notified, that happens with every law we make, so what else is new? You
know we try our best to notice but, you know, some people are paying attention and
some are not until they get the bill or whatever and then they get nervous. So we’re
never going to solve that problem of everybody not knowing. So we do the best we can,
I don’t think we can ever solve that. The third thing is, you know, we’re dealing right
now, this community is reeling with the issue of housing and how much housing costs
and I watched on TV last night, Honolulu was reporting about the costs of
condominiums and single-family houses and how that has gone through the roof. I
mean it’s really bad, one went up 7 percent in one month. So we got a real problem
here. So when we say we don’t want to do comprehensive zoning but maybe, you
know, we should do it. It might have some impact on the cost of housing and I’ll leave
it at that. Thank you.
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CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Mister... Chair White and then Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, I agree with you on stacking because I think it’s anytime
we have a use that somebody wants to put to a lesser use or lesser density that’s okay.
If you look at a lot of the industrial parcels that we’ve got we have restaurants there.
Why are they there? Because the rents are cheaper or they can build their own place
and not have to move into a place that’s somebody else has built in Commercial at a
much higher rent or a much higher cost for the land. So I think there are a lot of
beneficiaries throughout the County that we can look at that have taken advantage of
the ability to stack, and quite frankly I don’t think anyone would complain if there was
a hotel parcel on which somebody wanted to build a house, and we have those. So is
that a problem? No, I don’t think anyone would see that as a problem. So I fully
support the direction the Department is going because it does comport with the way
things have been done for a long, long time. Having gone through various processes
including SMA myself, it’s a very tough process. Nobody gets a pass, nobody gets an
easy road. We had, we just went through an approval for 14 units to be added to a
19-room property in Lahaina and it took 30 months and about $190,000 to do that.
So when I look at the process, this Council in order to support our need for additional
housing, in order to support economic growth that, you know, that we need to be
looking at especially with the announcement that we heard yesterday regarding HC&S.
We need to have some, a Planning Department that is fleet footed and able to address
our need to provide housing and our need to provide for additional economic growth in
a way that is going to provide at least some level of predictability to investors,
otherwise we~re going to be sitting here twiddling our thumbs with the same problems
year after year after year. So I totally support what the Department is recommending,
I understand that there are people in the community that want to keep everything at a
level that’s much more difficult. But I think we do that by presenting the community
plan without comprehensive zoning, because it may still need to come through and get
the property rezoned if they want to change the use. So I think we’ve made it as about
as difficult as any community has and I’d like to see us make it a little bit easier and
maybe comprehensive zoning is the way to go. But I think this a reasonable step for
now and I know that not everybody’s in agreement with that but I’m for making it a
little bit more predictable and a little less time consuming to move our housing issues
forward along with other issues. So, thank you Chair.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you, Chair. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And, you know, I think everyone’s
bringing up some great points to discuss but I believe our agenda is about the Lanai
Community Plan update so I’d like to get back to that subject matter, Chair. And just
a quick discussion on comprehensive zoning though, I just wanted to hear what
negative impacts do occur and I, I’m liking it, it’s just the part about non-notification.
So if there’s a way that we can change that verbiage in that type of, you know, that
part. I think as long as we can notify people along the way I think that will take care
of some issues. So anyways but back to Lanai Community Plan please. Thank you.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: Well part of this is, I mean we can’t move forward until we have at least
some sort of discussion on this because that’s the issue with this table. That is the
overarching issue with this table. So we have to work with that. So...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And, Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Go for it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So what I’m looking at in our Code, I mean our Charter and
the Charter states the General Plan is guided, you know, is based upon all the things
that comprehensive zoning talks about which is your infrastructure, water, sewage,
roads, I mean on and on, everything that developments need to, that relate to
development basically. So w&re supposed to be taking all this in as we plan anyways
even if we’re doing it piecemeal and parcel by parcel. So in a sense we’re supposed to
be looking at all this stuff anyways to fit appropriately where we want urban, where we
want, you know, et cetera. So I don’t see a huge difference between how we’re
supposed to be doing this and what comprehensive zoning does as a whole, and then
I’m trying to track where our citizen advisory groups come into play versus
Department, this body, and how do we, you know, it goes from one level as Dick Mayer
mentioned, you know, and then it comes, so but now changes are occurring as we go
through so I, it doesn’t really state clearly in this Charter.
Community plans
generated through the citizen advisory councils and accepted by Planning,
Commission, Council, Mayor, but it doesn’t say if there’s changes in between what,
how.. .it just says citizen’s advisory, you know, and then accepted by and there you
have your General Plan. Well it doesn’t quite work out that way. So I’m trying to
decipher because I’m hearing the public, Lanai in particular right now saying, you
know, changes have made, we weren’t made abreast of this and we have issues and we
don’t like it, and I know you’ve mentioned on over and over, Ms. McLean that is
doesn’t or maybe it was Director, it doesn’t say anywhere where we need to go back. It
doesn’t say anywhere that we have to have them go, you know, run it by them again
and go through the meetings again and get input. It doesn’t say anywhere, so here we
have changes, we’re just trying to clarify and make it more succinct and concise and
not changing really the big meaning and definitions of things or what have you, you’re
saying you’re trying to clarify just what they’re saying but in different words, but
they’re saying no that’s not true. So we’re kind of in this dilemma as far as I can tell
and feel, and don’t really.. .would like to come to come to a happy agreement here. So
again, Chair, I don’t know where that goes but I’m just trying to...
CHAIR COUCH: That’s a good question and I’d like to have the Department respond to that a
little bit. I do know that at least Ms. McLean just mentioned in her comment is that
the CPAC was given or somebody mentioned that, was given Title 19 and shown what
all the zoning meant when you did that, so. And there is in the CPAC version
Table 9.2 and 9.3 that basically we’ve combined into one table, so I don’t know where
they say they haven’t looked at that. So anyway, Department?
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MS. JORGENSEN: Hi, this is Mary Jorgensen, Department of Planning. In the process
everything that the CPAC originally recommended was reviewed first by the Planning
Commission and they had the opportunity to comment at that time, and everything
that the Planning Department, our recommendations was visible to the public and the
CPAC and the Planning Commission as it was when we transmitted it over to you.
Each time Planning Department makes recommendations they’re posted online,
they’re visible, they’re in the, as submitted to your Committee. So my understanding
of the process is that the Council has all those changes and the public has the
opportunity to comment on those changes at any time, and then in the end it comes
out to as one document that is a County document that represents the desires and
recommendations of the community.
CHAIR COUCH: And to go along with that if you take a look at the end of every community
plan that’s online, if you look at the back of the PDF there’s the matrix of this is what
the community plan advisory committee said, this is what Planning Commission said,
this what Planning Department’s recommendations were, and this is what Council did,
and at least in the Kihei-Makena Community Plan 50 percent of what the community
plan advisory committee said Council said no, changed it. So ultimately it’s this
Council’s final decision, okay, and at least in the Kihei-Makena Community Plan
almost 50 percent of what the community plan advisory committee recommended the
Council did not agree. So it’s ultimately this body’s decision. The comment on
comprehensive rezoning versus individual rezoning, if you do comprehensive rezoning
which is, you know, something that we can discuss at probably Mr. Victorino’s
Committee you take away the community’s voice because if you do individual rezoning
after the community plan on each parcel or each area that’s being rezoned it comes
back to the community two times, once at Planning Commission and once here.
Okay, if you do comprehensive rezoning those two times are gone. Just a comment of
why sometimes comprehensive zoning may not be a good thing. And I’m fine either
way, whichever way we wanna go. But anyway, Ms. McLean?
MS. McLEAN: Thank you, Chair. I actually worked for Council Services when a number of
comprehensive zoning efforts came through. The first was after the last round of
community plans were adopted. There was an effort to rezone properties only in the
Urban District that were zoned Interim. So this was predominately around the small
towns and so zoning was established to be consistent with the community plan, and
that’s the one I think you were referring to
--

CHAIR COUCH: Tavares Bay, yeah.
MS. McLEAN: --in Paia. The problem with that is that the community plan map, there was a
mapping error on the community plan map and so the zoning matched that error, and
so there was not only a community plan error there was also a zoning error that
Council initiated to correct that. And the reason, there were two reasons that was
done, number one ‘cause the community plans had just been updated so it was very
clear what designated, what designations were wanted for those areas. But secondly,
it was very difficult for those property owners to do with their property what they had
-
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always understood they were able to do. But because they were Interim zoned they
were hand strung, particularly business uses. The rural bill was necessary because
we had land zoning maps that said rural on them but there no standards in the
County Code and so when people came into subdivide we didn’t know what standards
to apply to them and so the rural bill not only created the Rural Chapter in Title 19 it
also comprehensively zoned lands so that that language would now apply to them.
When the comprehensive Ag zoning was established that, there were a few reasons
that, that came about, that’s when gentleman’s estates were starting to proliferate.
There was a concern about unlimited subdivision of ag lands. So we had that on the
one hand, on the other hand we had a determination from Corp Counsel that in fact
all of our ag lands where zoned Interim and Interim lands can’t be subdivided. So on
the one hand we had this unlimited subdivision potential and then all of a sudden
there was no subdivision potential whatsoever. It was very, very confusing, plus we
didn’t have well established Ag standards in the County Code. So the ag bill created a
new Ag District and then comprehensively zoned following the community plan. With
what’s been discussed here and actually Councilmember Crivello has initiated a zone
change for Molokai for a certain property because there’ve been problems for that
property owner, Council can initiate changing in zoning. And maybe looking at the
housing issue perhaps after a community plan is updated you would want to initiate
comprehensive zoning just for the new Single-Family designations. Maybe Council
could look region by region and say what’s the need in this region and let’s initiate
comprehensive zoning to target that problem just like what has been done in the past.
There were problems with Urban/Interim. There were problems with Rural. There
were problems with Ag, and that comprehensive zoning was an effort to address those.
So that might be an option rather than redoing everything all in one shot of targeting it
toward what the need is.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any questions? Ms. Balsa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Chair, I am sorry to ask you this but I think it will help. I’m
trying to focus us on the work we need to do today because, you know, we’re getting
into this wonderful discussion about a lot of philosophical things but I know you want
us to accomplish something.
CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Can you clearly or try as best you can from your perspective to
explain what it is you want us to deal with
--

CHAIR COUCH: For today?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --today.
CHAIR COUCH: I would like to pass out the Lanai Community Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: As is?
-
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CHAIR COUCH: As...
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Before us?
CHAIR COUCH: No.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No?
CHAIR COUCH: The November 17th version with some minor changes, I consider minor
changes to Table 9.2, but other people may not consider them minor. That’s the only
thing.. .we have two things left, three things. Environmental Management, Department
of Environmental Management wanted some changes to dates because the dates have
slipped.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: So that’s not a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yeah.
CHAIR COUCH: Any other recommendations anybody else wants and then that table, then
we’re done. Just so you know we’re done but the big thing is going to be that table.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay. Now if I understand this correctly these changes that
you’re asking us to take care of today so we can pass this. The people on Lanai
Advisory Committee or I don’t know what you got is that they feel that they don’t want
this to happen because they haven’t had a chance to comment on it.
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I’m just, I’m sorry I’m catching up.
CHAIR COUCH: Correct, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So I’m trying to focus on what is, what are we doing here today.
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Okay. Thank you very much. I’m clearer now.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Given
we want to take seven
‘cause we’re gonna lose
on with this. So we are

that clarity, maybe, it is now time for a mid-morning break. If
minutes, eight minutes, if you could be back here by 10:30
a Member at 10:45 so be back here at 10:30 and we can move
now in recess.
(gavel).
.

-
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RECESS:

10:20 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:33 a.m.

CHAIR COUCH:
(gavel)... Will the Planning Committee meeting of Thursday, January 7th
please come back to order. Okay, Members, let’s go right through, let’s see, the
Department of Environmental Management had some concerns so let’s see if we can
get those taken care of. We received a written correspondence from DEM dated
November 25th recommending minor revisions. A copy of those recommendations are
in your materials. We have so many materials so I give you a chance to take a look at
it. It’s dated November 25th from the Department of Environmental Management.
Where would that be in the binders?
. . .

MR. GARNEAU: Chair, we don’t have binders anymore, but it’s all distributed. So everybody
should have their own copies.
CHAIR COUCH: Where?
MR. GARNEAU: Each of the offices are maintaining their own copies now.
CHAIR COUCH: Oh, okay. Anyway, it changes some dates. I gotta find it in mine now too.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: What’s the date?
CHAIR COUCH: November 25, 2015. Where it says...I don’t know if you have found it yet
but I can read it to you. It basically says on Page 7-10 which is under solid waste in
your, you can look in your November 17th version of the actual community plan but if
you look at Page 7-10. Everybody get there?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I’m on 7.10 or 7-10, yeah?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: I’m sorry, 7-11, my bad.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay solid waste?
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, where it says solid waste.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Seven point [sic] three? Right in front of it?
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah seven, existing conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Got it.
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CHAIR COUCH: The, where it says landfill receives 14 tons of solid waste per day as, and is
forecasted to reach capacity by 2020, that should be 2024. That’s one of the two
changes they want to make, and then under issues and strategy the landfill is nearing
capacity, the estimated lifespan is now, they want to just say is, they want to eliminate
is now four years from 2016 to 2020, just they want to say the estimated lifespan is
2020...is to 2024.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So eliminate now four years from.
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And just put 2024?
CHAIR COUCH: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: And they, this is in a letter they say it’s based on a updated capacity study
of the Lanai Landfill done in July of 2015. The Department requests that the Lanai
Community Plan Update is 20.. .it’s. .use 2029 as the landfill closure date. Sorry, not
2024. It’s 2029. It’s kind of...
.

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair, are you looking to do this through consensus?
CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Okay. Consensus.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So what is it 2029?
CHAIR COUCH: Twenty twenty-nine. Sorry. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, sir.
CHAIR COUCH: The 4 looks like a 9. The 9 looks like a 4. Okay, so given that, other than
Table 9-2, has anybody else got any concerns/revisions? Seeing none, let’s discuss
Table 9-2. All right I believe the Department has handed out their final suggested
language. This is some suggested language that they wanted. I believe you all have it.
It’s dated...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: January 2, 2016? Stamp dated?
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah this is a, this is it right here. It got handed out.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Got it.
CHAIR COUCH: That’s the, what this is is the changes to the introductory language. Okay,
and the one that’s, is, that we really need to discuss talks about that whole paragraph.
Ms. McLean, do you want to give us an update on that please?
MS. McLEAN: Thank you, Chair. I think it was on December 29th that posted on the website
were a couple of text changes to the first three pages of the Land Use Chapter and
then text changes to the table, throughout the table, and then what was just
distributed today was some refining language that Corporation Counsel recommended
to us yesterday. And the purpose of the changes as I had described before is to really,
we’re trying our best to clarify the process as it exists today and as it has existed for
decades, and to explain the difference between community plans and zoning. And
Mike did a great job earlier in response to Councilmember Victorino’s question of when
community plans and zoning apply that one doesn’t trump the other, and so again
that was our intent. I, we feel very confident that these concepts were discussed
throughout the process and really we have an entire Long Range Division of dedicated
professionals whose primary focus is doing community plan updates and
administering the process in accordance with Chapter 280B. So to suggest that we
want to diminish or undo the community plans or disregard the County’s input when
that is actually the predominate reason that this entire Division exists is simply silly
and it’s somewhat hurtful really. We respect the opinions of all those who have
testified and their input is very valuable but what they’ve been saying just isn’t the
case that we’re undoing things or disregarding the community’s input. We’re simply
trying to clarify what has been done for decades so that there isn’t any more confusion
about it ‘cause clearly there is a lot of confusion.
CHAIR COUCH: So in essence the, especially the second paragraph you~re pretty much
putting into words as best as you can what it took as an hour to discuss?
MS. McLEAN: And that’s how, yes, and that’s how complicated it is

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yes.
MS. McLEAN: --that it takes that much discussion and that’s why we feel it’s important to
make it as clear as we can in as few words as possible.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Yes, Chair White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I’d just like to point out the last sentence in the second
paragraph. I think this basically should make people feel relatively comfortable
because it states discretionary actions by government agencies such as a Change in
-
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Zoning shall conform to the community pian. So I mean, you know, if the concern is
following the community pian that statement right there says that they shall conform.
So, anyway, it makes me comfortable with, that the Department is asking for
something that’s reasonable. I think this does explain it much more clearly than
leaving it unsaid. So I’m okay.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay and, Members, further, I mean, that was the initial paragraph, let’s
talk about that first. If there are concerns lets here ‘em now. Any suggested changes
lets here ‘em now. Questions/concerns or are we consensus that this is okay? Mr.
Hopper?
MR. HOPPER: Just wanted to clarify any misapprehension or misunderstanding with the
first paragraph as I understand it. There’s language that says unless specifically
prohibited the uses permitted by zoning and the standards applicable to the typical
zoning district apply to the corresponding community plan designations. That last
phrase corresponding community plan designations is very important. It is not saying
that in all cases you go, that the uses allowed by the zoning are considered consistent
with whatever the community plan designation is. It’s basically saying that on the
table below if for example, you are, you’re community plan designation is Agriculture
and your zoning is Agriculture then the uses allowed by your zoning are considered
consistent with that community plan designation as set forth in the table. It’s not
saying that whatever your zoning is the uses allowed in the zoning are considered
consistent with your community plan in all cases. That’s not what it is, so if you’re
community plan Park and your zoning is a Hotel that’s not considered every use in the
Hotel District just consistent with your Park District. I think that’s an important
distinction and that’s why the wording the corresponding community plan designation
is used there. Again, if all that is required is a ministerial permit then the zoning is
what determines the uses and that’s clarified below. But if anything other than a
ministerial permit is required, a discretionary action then both the community plan
and the zoning would apply. Again that, that’s how the Department has been applying
these plans and how based on legislative history and the language of the Code the
Council intends those plans to be utilized. If there’s a problem with that, then that
should be clarified and the Council, that’s up to the Council ultimately how it would
like the community plans to be applicable and in what situations, but that’s the
history and I think that was the intent of the language. And if there’s confusion with
the language it should be cleaned up to say that basically. But I think that’s the
intention as explained.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay and that’s, when you say legislative history, et cetera, you’re talking
about since, ever since zoning came about right?
MR. HOPPER: Well as I’m familiar with the history with respect to zoning in community
plans there was legislative consideration over a decade ago of language that would say
all permits including ministerial permits had to comply with the community plan and
that was rejected by the Council and the reason was at least based on the record was
that there was a concern of all building permits having to be reviewed for community,
-
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for compliance with all of the community plan language. Again that’s neither here nor
there because Council has since adopted language that says specifically that the, that
ministerial permits need only comply with the zoning. That the community plan does
not apply with the force and effect of law with respect to a ministerial permit only and
so that’s already in the Code, but that’s what I meant by legislative history in that this
issue has been discussed and, you know, and the Council has looked at that issue.
Again that’s only ministerial permits so if you need an SMA, you need a Subdivision,
you need anything else then you’ve got to look at both the community plan
--

CHAIR COUCH: Right.
MR. HOPPER: --and the zoning and that’s how it’s been implemented. And then there’s the
separate issue which is a newer issue dealing with if the plans have the corresponding
designation meaning Agriculture, Agriculture, et cetera, then the uses allowed in the
zoning are considered, the uses allowed in that zoning category meaning Agriculture,
Business, et cetera, those are considered consistent with the community plan. And
that’s always been the case as well as far as the reading of the plans but this would
clarify that more. Again if there’s a problem with that, if there’s a desire for
community plan to be more restrictive than the zoning in cases, that’s something that
would need to be discussed and dealt with in this table.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. And just for the Members, clarification maybe, it says that less
specifically prohibited the uses permitted by zoning and the standards applicable to
typical zoning districts apply to the corresponding community plan designations.
There was concern about unless specifically prohibited, and I can tell you that in the
1998 Kihei-Makena Community Plan there are areas that it was specifically
prohibited. So this isn’t something new. This is just putting into writing what’s been
happening for decades. So, you know, because we’ve had different interpretations
because it can be loosely interpreted in a different way w&re trying to make it as tight
as possible so we don’t have these concerns. Ms. McLean?
MS. McLEAN: Oh did you...
CHAIR COUCH: Alright, mister... Chair White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Oh, she can go first.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MS. McLEAN: Thanks. I think we’ve had very, as clear as we can have, very clear discussion
today and so there would be one wordsmithing change to be perfectly consistent with
what Mike has explained where in the second paragraph about halfway down talks
about administrative actions. That should be changed to only ministerial permits
‘cause that’s the language in 280B, that sentence references the appropriate section of
280B but rather than say administrative actions which is a little broader than only
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ministerial permits. Then we would be using the same language that Mike has used
all morning.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, does that, is that as clear as mud? Down here the
sentence says, it starts pursuant to Section 2.80B.030.B, Maui County Code, if a
property’s community plan use designation and zoning do not correspond as listed in
the table below, the property’s zoning regulates the uses and standards allowed on the
property only when ministerial actions by government agencies are required.
MS. McLEAN: It would say when only

--

CHAIR COUCH: When only, sorry.
MS. McLEAN: --ministerial permits by government agencies are required.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. HOPPER: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR COUCH: Yes, Mr. Hopper?
MR. HOPPER: This is an important change because right now it’s not accurate. Because
now it says the zoning is the only thing that regulates if administrative actions are
required and that’s not the case. Right now, 2.80B says administrative actions shall
comply with the General Plan except for ministerial permits
--

CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
MR. HOPPER: --and give you some examples. So the general rule is it does apply and
there’s the exceptions being the ministerial permits.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, is that clear? So any...
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I’m fine with it.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. So, Mr. White, you had a comment? Question?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Yeah, I just wanted to say that I was comfortable with the
recommendation prior to Mr. Hopper’s latest explanation. I’m even more comfortable
now.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: ‘Cause I think we are putting in writing what’s been going on
and I think that’s appropriate, and I think that’s something we should be comfortable
supporting.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: All right. Any other comments? So do we have consensus?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

.

.

.

(inaudible)...

COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Consensus.
CHAIR COUCH: Pardon?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. All right, so then that’s the most important part. Now, can you talk
to us a little bit, Ms. McLean, about this uses envision versus description and the use
of the word envision and whatnot in there, please.
MS. McLEAN: Yes. This is intended to, again, convey what these plans are. That they are
the uses that are envisioned over the planning period, and that in the example, or Ill
give an example. When we have these typical matching County zoning districts, some
of those districts allow uses that are related and compatible to that primary use, but
are consistent and supportive of those main uses. The best example is Single-Family
and Residential. So in the Single-Family community plan designation.. .flip ahead.
Oh, that’s all the way at the end of the table, where it says we’re recommending it say
envisions single-family, duplex, and ohana dwellings, and related and compatible
uses. Without that broader language, if you establish the zonings, the matching
zonings that are listed here, any of the Residential districts, those Residential districts
allow single-family homes, they also allow parks, they allow schools, and so if you
have Single-Family community plan, Residential zoning, we believe that it would be
perfectly fine to build a school or build a park. If that community plan designation
doesn’t allow for those related and compatible uses, there’s a concern that that might
not be consistent with the community plan, and we wanna establish that that would
be consistent with the community plan because the zoning districts can be broader
than just Single-Family.
CHAIR COUCH: So this is the tough one because, you know, Single-Family, the initial
comment or the initial language was Single-Family basically includes single-family,
duplex, and ohana dwellings. Oh, actually it didn’t even say ohana dwellings before,
we’ve added that. There have been arguments that, okay a school or a park, or a
nursery, or a, I think there’s nine different things that are not single-family homes,
that it’s been told to this Chair that, yes, those are not conforming and we want it that
way but, you know, we won’t ask that that be enforced. Not in those exact words, but
so the idea is to say look it’s single-family duplex, ohana dwellers, and related
compatible uses. A store is not a related compatible use, a hotel is not a related
compatible use, but a park, a church, a nursery may be a related compatible use.
That’s why we have that language in there. Any questions? Any concerns? So are we
okay with the language as presented by the, in the table now?
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: I’m comfortable.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. That’s the last thing unless anybody else has any other comments or
concerns, that’s the last thing. Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, Chair. I just want to say this ‘cause I think it’s important.
We~re trying to make some, you know, decisions here that are going to wrap this up
and before we make those decisions and wrap them up I want to ask you to explain if
we do this and people are still concerned about the decisions that we make what will
be their opportunity to comment further?
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Should this pass out today, what happens is the committee report
gets written, gets submitted to Council to recommend a public hearing and that’s what
we have to, by law we have to have a public hearing on Lanai. So the committee
report will state that we’re recommending a public hearing on Lanai. We will go to
Lanai, have the public hearing as a Council, we~re recommending that the Council
holds that, so that’s up to the Chair as to when we do all chat. Go to Lanai, they can
discuss it at that first Council meeting where it’s recommending to go to Lanai. Then
on Lanai they can discuss it and it’s the Chair’s desire but it’s totally, ultimately up to
the Clerk and the Council Chair is to have the first reading on Lanai as well. So
people on Lanai can have two opportunities on Lanai. One opportunity here before it
gets to second reading and then at second reading there’s another opportunity. So
there’s four more opportunities for public comment and potential changes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well that’s very important that I know that and that the public
know that I think. Because that makes me a little more comfortable if I have any
unease that there will be more opportunities for people who might question what we’re
doing and not be happy with it will still have an opportunity to comment and for us to
listen. Thank you.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay. Members, any other comments? Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And so just by hearing your breakdown on the process, is
that your intent for all the other districts?
CHAIR COUCH: That’s the requirement by law

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: --for all the other districts, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: For first readings, hearings, and everything like that?
CHAIR COUCH: Oh yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
-
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CHAIR COUCH: Going to Lanai for first reading is not a requirement.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Well I know so

--

CHAIR COUCH: I would like...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --that’s why I’m asking that I never heard of so are you
intending to do this at other districts
CHAIR COUCH: I would love too.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
over

--like West Maui, you know, and everybody, like, drives

--

CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --that Pali.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So they would surely like that opportunity.
CHAIR COUCH: That’s the intent of the Chair but it’s up

--

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right. Okay.
CHAIR COUCH: --ultimately up to the Council Chair to do that, but yeah. But the public
hearings are required by law to be in the district.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But I thought...
CHAIR COUCH: Yeah, yeah, and it’s this Chair’s intent if we’re, you know, on all the other
community plans is that we go out like we did to Lanai and have several Committee
meetings there, and I certainly like the format that we did on the June 23rd meeting
and I think well try and do that more often, a less formal setting. Okay, any other
comments/questions? Airight if I.. .hearing none, I’m entertaining, I would entertain a
motion to.. .let’s see what is... I wanna get this exact. Ill entertain a motion to
recommend one, that a public hearing be held on the revised proposed bill entitled A
Bill for an Ordinance Amending Section 2.80B.070, Maui County Code, to adopt the
Updated Lanai Community Plan, incorporating as Exhibit “1” the document entitled
“Lanai Community Plan 2015: Maui County General Plan 2030, County of Maui,”
-
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transmitted by correspondence dated December 11, 2015, from the Department of the
Corporation Counsel, along with any revisions made by the Committee at today’s
meeting and any nonsubstantive revisions; and number two, that the revised proposed
bill entitled A Bill for an Ordinance Amending Section 2.80B.070, Maui County Code,
to Adopt the Updated Lanai Community Plan, incorporating as Exhibit “1,” the
document entitled “Lanai Community Plan 2015: Maui County General Plan 2030,
County of Maui,” transmitted by correspondence dated December 11, 2015, from the
Department of Corporation Counsel, along with any revisions made by the Committee
at today’s meeting and any nonsubstantive revisions be scheduled for passage on first
reading following the public hearing; and three, filing of County Communication 14283.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Mr. Chair, second.
CHAIR COUCH: Okay, it’s been moved by Member Carroll and seconded by Chair White to
recommend that a public hearing on the revised proposed bill be held, passage of the
revised proposed bill on first reading following the public hearing as noted, and filing
of the County communication. Any discussion? I just want to say, Members, thank
you. This is a tough one. This is the first one. We’ve learned a lot of stuff. Hopefully
Molokai will be a little bit easier and I appreciate Ms. Crivello being here to see the
process. Hopefully she’ll take some of that information back to Molokai and we can
get through this a little bit better. It’s a process. It’s a new process, first time, so I
appreciate it. To the Lanai people, the Lanai Community plan Advisory Committee,
thank you so much for your comments. It is difficult. There’s never gonna be
100 percent agreement on anything, and we understand that you have an issue with
the water, and we wanna make sure that that issue is taken care of. And, Members,
you know, it’s fitting but it’s also sad. You know this one cost more than time. It cost
a couple lives on this one. So wanna remember that, that’s coming up. This was a
hard fought one and hopefully we’ll get consensus and we will get this passed and we
can move on and do the rest of the communities in such a fashion, if not, faster
fashion. So I appreciate that. Any other comments? Hearing none, all those in favor,
please say “aye.”
COUNCILMEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR COUCH: Opposed? Let the record show that there are one, two, three, four.. .five
ayes and two excused, Member Guzman and Mr. Victorino.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Chair
Couch,
Vice..Chair
Carroll,
Councilmembers Baisa, Cochran, and White.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Guzman and Victorino

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

PUBLIC HEARING be HELD on revised bill, SCHEDULE
revised bill for FIRST READING after public hearing, and
FILING of communication by C.R.

CHAIR COUCH: Thank you so much, Members. It’s hard and we will be still getting
comments so take them to heart. Let’s see what we can do if there are still further
concerns. But at this point thank you so much. Staff, you guys have been willing to
hang with us as long as we’ve done it over a year. Really appreciate it, and we’re
starting off at a good New Year, so this meeting is adjourned. Mahalo.
(gavel).
.

ADJOURN:

.

.

11:01 a.m.

APPROVED BY:

DON COUC ,
ai
Planning Committee
pc:min: 160 107:jp

Transcribed by: Jean Pokipala
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CERTIFICATE

I, Jean Pokipala, hereby certify that the foregoing represents to the best of
my ability, a true and correct transcript of the proceedings. I further certify that I am not in
any way concerned with the cause.
DATED the 27th day of January, 2016, in Wailuku, Hawaii

Jean Pokipala
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